MOTOR YACHT

Turquoise 47m

RAZAN
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Glorious is the afternoon sun as it glistens across the water
of the Mediterranean Sea. The captain of the motor yacht
Razan, navigates her along the picturesque coastline. Razan
is an elegant 47m/154’ superyacht and her captain proudly
commands the yacht and her crew. She has a bright white
exterior with dark tinted windows and trims of polished stainless
steel. She cruises the sea with the aura of strength and power.
Her sea trial speeds were an astonishing 17 knots, but the
captain knows the guests are enjoying her cruising speed of
12 knots, as they lounge on the sun deck in the Jacuzzi or
sunbathe on spacious couches. A bar is conveniently located
on the deck to provide needed refreshments as the guests bask
in the sun and enjoy splendid views. The sun deck is absolutely
lovely. The blue of the sea reflects against the timeless neutral
color palette of soft whites and cream hues. Splashes of blues,
greys, turquoise, and bronze are used throughout the yacht and
complement each other, in any combination. The color scheme
is pleasing to the eye and brings a feeling of tranquility. This
color scheme is skillfully applied throughout Razan, a tribute,
given her name represents peace and serenity.
Razan was built by Turquoise Yachts headquartered in Istanbul,
Turkey, the gateway to the eastern Mediterranean. Turquoise
creates custom yachts and their philosophy is to serve their
customers with an unprecedented attention to detail through
originality and quality. They also say that yachting is about life
style - your life style. Simply put, they listen to their customers.
As with Razan’s Owner, Turquoise completely adjusted the
original plans to improve her performance and arrangement to
his liking. Razan begins a new era for Turquoise and was their
largest superyacht built to date, with more builds in progress.
Razan was launched in October 2016 and will be showcased
at the Cannes Yachting Festival, Monaco Yacht Show, and Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show later this year.
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H2 Yacht Design of London is responsible for Razan’s interior
and exterior design. Their company began in the early 1990’s,
exclusively refitting yachts. Their success in this area moved
them forward into new builds and new markets opportunities.
Their background was a great match to taking on a project
like Razan. She has six cabins and can accommodate
twelve guests. Up to nine crew members in five cabins can
also be accommodated. A four deck design with a flexible
and functional layout is one of Razan’s most impressive
characteristics. She has a muscular symmetry, yet cantilevered
decks give her an illusion of grace. Another aspect that
enhances her sharp profile is a modern roof and mast design.
Large floor-to-ceiling rectangular windows are darkly tinted
providing contrast with her white exterior. Tinting also provides
protection from the sun’s glare, without compromising the views
from inside. The full beam upper deck lounge is a perfect spot
to entertain. Two jet tenders and two wave runners can also
be found on the upper deck. This space is multi-functional and
makes a vast area for gatherings when cleared of the tenders.
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The bridge is the captain’s delight. He sits in his chair and feels
the great responsibility he has been entrusted with as captain.
Razan is equipped with excellent engineering systems required
to safely cruise the world. The pilothouse is comfortable and
handsomely fitted with a leather settee, dark floors and light
colored cabinets. The upper and main decks are connected
by a gorgeous spiral, ivory marble staircase with a banister
coated in creamy leather. The area is well-lit with recessed
lighting and mirrors reflecting the light against the palette of
whites and creams. The floor is patterned with a light grey
geometric design, adding richness and depth. A single green
plant is placed across from the staircase, on a ledge surrounded
by mirrors. The effect is dazzling as the harmonious green is
cast against all surfaces. Polished stainless steel is used in the
staircase and nicely frames the lines of the structure. It makes
for a bright and cool space.
The Owner’s cabin is located on the main deck and is stunning.
The formal appearance of the room gives it a clean and fresh
look. The yacht’s style and color theme of whites and creams
is carried into his cabin and bathroom. Elegant shades of grey
and a variety of fabrics and textures add a classic touch, while
creating a warm and soft atmosphere. The furniture features
marbleized grey accents, stainless pulls, and creamy toned
surfaces. The walls are light grey and ceiling is lined with strip
lighting. An appealing pair of grey chairs with large inviting
cushions complete the cabin. The focus shifts to the bathroom
where luxurious details are found. Any worries can be eased
away in the large soaking tub and as an option, use the walkin steam shower to rejuvenate the body and mind. Solid onyx
sinks are attractively placed near the floor-to-ceiling windows
and the floor is a beautiful white marble. Mother of Pearl is
found integrated throughout Razan’s décor and perfectly ties
her styling with the idea of the sea.
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A contemporary styled main saloon and dining area are also
located on the main deck. A glass display cabinet is placed
against the far wall. Tastefully selected art fill the shelves, with
all items having a soothing shade of blue. The dining room table
seats up to ten and is set with exquisite dinnerware. A large
round chandelier dazzles light into the room with three white
and cream leather sofas. The area is inviting where guests
gather and converse with one another. The light colored palette
is slightly accented with dark timbers. Polished stainless steel
details are found and add a distinguished style and elegance.
Two chairs are covered in dark blue and grey toned fabric,
adding an attractive punch of color. An assortment of white
pillows are tossed onto the sofas and chairs. Some display a
blue coral reef fan design, and other pillows a wave-inspired,
variegated pattern of light to dark blues. The saloon is a sight to
take one’s breath away.
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The beach club sports a generous extended area and swim
platform. Striking white furniture, with large white and turquoise
pillows enhance the good looks of the outside space. The gym
is located just behind the beach club. It is a state-of-the-art
gym where one can lift weights or practice yoga, all while being
inspired by the sounds and sights of the sea. The inside sitting
area is filled with comfortable seating and bright whites, all in
keeping with the yacht’s theme of a light palette. Turquoise
colored accents are heavily used in this area with pillows and
beach towels. Two spacious VIP cabins and two additional
guest cabins are also located on the lower deck. The VIP cabin
is accented with a warm bronze décor. The attractive bed, walls,
and floor are a mixture of white and cream materials with LED
lights highlighting a mirrored door and other features of the
room. When extra accommodations are required, a guest cabin
is also positioned behind the bridge. Each cabin offers Pullman
bunks to ensure all of the Owner’s guests can join in the fun.
After a spectacular day of cruising, Razan has reached her port of
call. The captain secures Razan for the night, and the port is
bustling with activity and noises. Boats are moving through the
water and people on the shore are sitting in cafes or carrying goods
through the crowds. The wave’s crash against the shore and birds
call to one another. Historic buildings are lined against a magnificent
background of green covered mountains. It is a beautiful scene to
gaze upon from the glamorous decks of Razan.

Specifications
»»LOA :

47m

»»Beam overall:

9.6m

»»Draft :

2.5 m

		

Max 16 knots

»»Guests

12

»»Cabins

6 Cabins

»»Crew
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Cruising 12 knots

9
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»»Speed:
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